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CHAPTER 1

Context
‘Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, but to be young was very heaven.’ These
lines written by the English romantic poet William Wordsworth attempted to
capture the sense of excitement, exhilaration and hope that marked the outbreak
of the French Revolution in 1789. Yet, within a few years, these sentiments gave
way to those of fear, despair and revulsion as the Revolution spiralled out of
control into chaos, anarchy and war. The many political changes which engulfed
France during the period 1789–1815 not only impacted on its population but also
affected almost every other European country in one way or another. Although a
measure of order was restored in 1815, the impact of the Revolution would be felt
for many generations, helping to ensure its place as one of the most significant
events in modern European history.

Society

To understand the causes of why a revolution broke out in France in 1789 it is
necessary to understand the nature of French society in the eighteenth century.
Superficially, the country appeared to be stable. However, there were a number
of significant problems and tensions within. Some of these were long term
and deep rooted. They reached a critical point in the 1780s and exploded into
a revolution. The spark was provided by a number of short-term factors. In
1789 both sets of causes collided and marked the start of one of the greatest
revolutions in history. From the storming of the Bastille on 14 July 1789 the shock
waves of the Revolution would be felt across the continent. Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity became the rallying cry for a generation of European revolutionaries.
France before 1789 is known as the ancien régime or old order, to distinguish
it from the changes that were to be made by the Revolution. At the beginning
of the eighteenth century it was estimated that the population of France was
21 million. Over the course of the century this grew rapidly and stood at
28 million on the eve of the Revolution in 1789, making it the most populous
country in western Europe. Paris, the capital of France, was one of the largest
cities in Europe and the stage on which almost all of the most dramatic events
of the Revolution would be played out. Although there were a number of other
large cities and ports such as Lyon and Bordeaux, most of the population was in
essence rural and was fairly evenly distributed throughout the countryside.

KEY TERM
Ancien régime French
society and government
before the Revolution of
1789.

French society during the ancien régime was rigidly divided into three estates
of the realm, which will be outlined in greater detail in Chapter 2. These were
the clergy (First Estate), the nobility (Second Estate) and everyone else (Third
Estate). There was very little social mobility in eighteenth-century France and
this led to a great sense of injustice, frustration and untimely tension. This was
particularly true among the Third Estate, which represented the overwhelming
majority of French people. The richer members of the Third Estate, known as
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CHAPTER 3

1789: The end of the ancien régime
The problems Louis faced compelled him to summon the Estates-General; this met in May 1789. Louis’
attempts to control the situation, and the determination of his opponents to resist, resulted in a crisis
that ultimately brought about the downfall of the ancien régime. The events of this momentous year are
considered through the following themes:

 The Estates-General
 Revolt in Paris
 Revolution in the provinces
 Dismantling of the ancien régime
 Reaction of the monarchy
The key debate on page 51 of this chapter asks the question: What was the impact of the Declaration of
the Rights of Man and the Citizen on France?

KEY DATES
1789 May 5
June 17
June 20
July 10
July 14
July 20
Aug. 4
Aug. 10

The Estates-General met at
Versailles
National Assembly proclaimed
Tennis Court Oath
Formation of the citizens’
militia
The storming of the Bastille
Start of the Great Fear
Decrees dismantling feudalism
passed
Decree establishing the
National Guards

Aug. 26

Declaration of the Rights of
Man and the Citizen
Sept 11 National Assembly granted
suspensive veto rather than
absolute veto to King
Oct. 5–6 ‘October Days’
Nov. 2
Church property nationalised
Dec. 19 First issue of assignat
(revolutionary currency)
Dec. 24 Grant of religious liberty to
Protestants

1 The Estates-General
■■ What was the significance of the debates surrounding the method of
voting in the Estates-General?
By late 1788 the financial and political problems facing the Crown had forced
Louis XVI to call the Estates-General. This was the first time it had been
summoned since 1614, and presented the government with a number of
significant concerns:
n

What method would the Estates-General use to vote on any issue presented
to it: by head or by order?
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The Civil Constitution of the Clergy
There was no serious conflict with the Church until the Civil Constitution
of the Clergy was approved on 12 July 1790. This measure reformed the
Catholic Church in France, and adapted the organisation of the Church to the
administrative framework of local government. Dioceses were to coincide with
departments. This meant that the number of bishoprics would be reduced from
135 to 83. There would be not only fewer bishops but fewer clergy generally, as
all other clerical posts except for parish priests and bishops ceased to exist. The
attempt to extend democracy to all aspects of government was also applied to
the Church. But there was no intention of ending the Catholic Church’s position
as the State Church in France.
Some of the key terms of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy were as follows:

ONLINE EXTRAS

Pearson Edexcel
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KEY TERMS
National synod
An assembly of
representatives of the
entire Church.
Avignon Territory
controlled by the Pope in
southern France.
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n

Each department would form a single diocese.

n

There would be no recognition of any bishop appointed by the Pope but not
approved by the French State.

n

All titles and offices, other than those mentioned in the Civil Constitution,
were abolished.

n

All priests and bishops were to be elected to their posts.

n

All elections were to be by ballot and by absolute majority of those who
voted.

n

Priests were to be paid by the State.

n

There was to be no absenteeism by priests or bishops – no bishop could be
away from his diocese for more than fifteen days consecutively in any year.

Most clergy opposed the principle of election, which was unknown in the
Church, but even so, the majority (including many bishops) were in favour of
finding a way of accepting the Civil Constitution and avoiding a split in the
Church. They demanded that the reforms be submitted to a national synod
of the French Church. This would have made a compromise possible but the
Constituent Assembly would not agree to this, as it believed that it would give
the Church a privileged position in the State once again, something which had
just been abolished.

The oath of loyalty
As a Church assembly was not allowed to discuss the matter, the clergy waited
for the Pope to give his verdict. He delayed coming to a decision, as he was
involved in delicate negotiations with the French over the status of Avignon. The
Assembly grew tired of waiting and on 27 November 1790 decreed that clergy
must take an oath to the constitution. This split the clergy. In the Assembly only
two of the 44 bishops and a third of the other clergy took the oath. In France as a
whole, seven bishops and 55 per cent of the clergy took the oath. When the Pope
finally condemned the Civil Constitution in March and April 1791, many clergy
who had taken the oath retracted it.
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Chapter 4 Constitutional monarchy: reforming France 1789–92

Refresher questions
Use these questions to remind yourself of the key material covered in this chapter.
1 What principles underlay the new political system?
2 How far did the reforms to local government
reflect the principles of the Assembly?
3 What was the National Assembly hoping to
achieve by selling Church land?
4 What was the underlying aim of the economic
reforms?
5 Why were changes made to the French legal
system?
6 How significant was the Civil Constitution of the
Clergy on the Revolution and counter-revolution?
7 How did the new constitution propose to limit the
powers of the Crown?
8 What impact did the political clubs have on the
course of the Revolution?

9 In what way did the policies of the Cordeliers Club
differ from those of the Jacobin?
10 How did popular societies seek to take advantage
of concerns among workers?
11 How did the actions of the King contribute to the
emergence of a republican movement?
12 Was the flight to Varennes a turning point in the
Revolution?
13 Why were the events on the Champ de Mars
important?
14 What effect did the lack of trust between politicians
and the King have on the Legislative Assembly?
15 What impact did the flight to Varennes have on the
émigrés?

Question practice: AQA
Essay question
1 ‘Louis XVI fully supported the establishment of constitutional monarchy in France.’ Explain why you agree or
disagree with this view. [AS level]
EXAM HINT Look for evidence which supports the statement, and then analyse evidence which does not. Make sure
that you avoid a descriptive approach.

Source questions
1 With reference to Sources D (page 74) and E (page 76), and your understanding of the historical context,
which of these two sources is more valuable in explaining why popular feeling started to move against the
Crown in the years 1790–3? [AS level]
EXAM HINT Study each source for its content and provenance (including tone where relevant). Compare the two in
order to reach an overall judgement on the question.

2 With reference to Sources C (page 73), D (page 74) and E (page 76), and your understanding of the historical
context, assess the value of these three sources to a historian studying political divisions during the Revolution
in the years 1790–3. [A level]
EXAM HINT Assess the value of each source in turn and reach a judgement on each. There is no need to compare
them or to reach an overall judgement.
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Question practice: OCR
Essay questions
1 Assess the consequences for France of the reforms made to the Catholic Church by the National Assembly.
[AS level]
EXAM HINT Responses should explain a range of consequences of the reforms made to the Church by the National
Assembly. A judgement should be made as to the significance or importance of each and an overall judgement
reached.

2 Which had the greater impact on the development of the French Revolution? i) The rise of the Jacobins.
ii) The flight to Varennes. Explain your answer with reference to both i) and ii). [A level]
EXAM HINT The impact of the two factors on the development of the French Revolution should be explained and a
supported judgement reached as to which had the greater impact.

Question practice: Pearson Edexcel
Essay question
1 To what extent were the reforms of the National Assembly opposed by more people than supported them?
[A level]
EXAM HINT Examine popular and successful reforms such as in local government and the legal system, and consider
the unpopular changes to the economy and the Church. Reach a reasoned judgement overall.

Source questions
1 Why is Source D (page 74) valuable to the historian studying the sans-culottes? Explain your answer using the
source, the information given about it and your own knowledge of the historical context. [AS level]
EXAM HINT Value can be inferred by the detailed information on the sans-culottes, but consider the very positive
language and tone, which may influence the information given. Context should include the importance of the urban
workers, politicised because of many hardships.

2 How much weight do you give the evidence of Source E (page 76) to a historian studying the reasons for
Louis XVI’s overthrow? Explain your answer using the source, the information given about it and your own
knowledge of the historical context. [AS level]
EXAM HINT This is a public declaration by Louis, suggesting that he was forced to agree to the Assembly’s decrees.
Language and tone show that the King was renouncing, and abandoning, the Revolution, and this should be
confirmed by contextual knowledge.

3 How far could a historian make use of Sources C (page 73) and D (page 74) together to investigate the
growing power of the popular movement within the French Revolution in the years 1789–99? Explain your
answer using both sources, the information given about them and your own knowledge of the historical
context. [A level]
EXAM HINT Discuss origin and nature of each source, the weight given to the information they offer, and your own
knowledge of historical context. Make sure you conclude by considering the two sources as a set.
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Marquis de Lafayette
1757
1777
1787
1789
1791
1792
1799
1834

Born at Chavaniac into an ancient noble
family
Went to America to fight in the War of
Independence against Britain
Member of the Assembly of Notables
Chosen to represent the nobility in the
Estates-General. Appointed Commander
of the newly created National Guard
Key role in the Champ de Mars massacre
Appointed commander of the Army of
the Centre. Defected to the Prussians in
August and they imprisoned him
Returned to France under Napoleon and
retired to farm his estates
Died

Background
Extremely well connected by marriage into the great
Noailles, Lafayette went to America to fight in the
War of Independence, where his distinguished service
made him a hero in France and opened up his mind
to the need for reform in his homeland. He urged the
King to summon of the Estates-General and is closely
connected with the reform movement

Commander of the National Guard

National Guard in 1789.
His soldiers escorted the
royal family back to Paris
during the October Days.
He played a central role in
helping to organise the Fête
de la Fédération to celebrate
the first anniversary of the
Revolution. At the height of
his popularity, he was seen
as a champion of liberty. Yet in 1790 his reputation
was tarnished when he appeared to be supporting
repression in putting down an army mutiny.

Hostility to the Revolution
During 1791–2 he became more hostile to the
Revolution. Lafayette was instrumental in ordering
the National Guard in 1791 to suppress popular
demonstrations, resulting in the Champ de Mars
massacre. At the outbreak of war in 1792 he was
appointed an army commander. In June he left his post
during the journées to try to organise the Legislative
Assembly against the Jacobins. After the overthrow of
Louis, he tried to turn his army against Paris but the
troops refused to support him. While attempting to flee
through enemy lines he was arrested and imprisoned
by the Prussians.

Lafayette allied himself with the revolutionary
bourgeoisie and was appointed commander of the

n

A war would allow France to extend its revolutionary ideals abroad.

n

French armies would have the active support of their enemy’s own repressed
subjects.

n

The international situation was favourable as the European powers were
unlikely to unite against France – Russia was preoccupied with Poland, and
Britain would not join in unless its home security or empire was directly
threatened.

Opposition to war

Most deputies were won over by these arguments but some politicians outside
the Assembly were not. Robespierre expressed his attitude to the war in these
terms: ‘You propose to give supreme power to those who most want your ruin.
The only way to save the State and to safeguard freedom is to wage war in the
right way, on our enemies at home, instead of marching under their orders
against their allies across the frontiers.’
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SOURCE QUESTION
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be the purpose behind
producing the print in
Source E?

The execution of Louis XVI

Louis XVI was executed on the morning of 21 January 1793. As Saint-Just, a
leading Jacobin, said, ‘… he was executed not for what he had done but for
what he was: a menace to the Republic’. An alternative view is that Louis was
executed because his actions in the period after 1789 showed that he was not to
be trusted; a view confirmed, to all intents and purposes, by the discovery of the
armoire de fer.
Securing the execution of Louis was the first Jacobin victory in the Convention
and it left the factions more hostile to one another than ever. Although over half
the Girondin leaders, including Brissot, had voted for the death penalty, they
were branded as royalists and counter-revolutionaries by the Montagnards.
By securing Louis’ execution, the Montagnards gained an ascendancy in the
Convention which they rarely lost afterwards. Brissot hardly spoke there after
the King’s trial.

SOURCE E
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A pro-revolutionary print of the execution of Louis XVI in the Place de la Revolution, 21 January 1793.
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A recent interpretation

More recent interpretations of events covering Year II have tended to emphasise
its political radicalism and social egalitarianism aimed at advancing the
Revolution beyond the beliefs of those in the vanguard of change in 1789. Such
views do not in any way seek to minimise the appalling loss of life that occurred,
as the passions which drove either side were deep and for the most part sincerely
held.
EXTRACT 4
From Peter McPhee, Liberty or Death. The French Revolution, Yale
University Press, 2017, pp. 272–3.

The year of ‘terror until peace’ is best explained by an explosive combination of
circumstances and convictions: the profound belief that the virtues inherent in the
Revolution were self-evident and to be defended at all costs; the actuality of internal
counter-revolution and external invasion, especially after the schism in the Church
and the declaration of war; and the difficulty of creating a legitimate central
authority that both militant sans-culottes and fractured political groupings would
accept. All of these created intense emotions of fear and suspicion, which led to the
minority in the Convention supporting the suspension of peacetime civil liberties
and constitutional government, and to the centralization of authority. The
government would be revolutionary until peace – but who could say when peace
had been achieved? Ultimately the Convention did so in Thermidor.
The period 1792–4 (Year II) continues to fascinate both students and historians.
Its very name, the Terror, and its participants, the terrorists, are loaded with
contemporary association. Focus on its methods has, to an extent, blighted any
impartial and balanced analysis of its central figures and their policies.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The Terror is the most dramatic period of the
French Revolution. Confronted with a daunting
series of crises and threats, the new Republic
was facing almost certain defeat. Against this
background, the Jacobin government adopted
a series of ruthless measures which were
enforced with great brutality and efficiency
against both its internal and external enemies.
The key debate considers how historians have
interpreted the Terror. When it had managed to
stabilise the situation and was poised to take the
initiative against its external enemies, the Jacobin

142

government embarked on an innovative policy
of social renewal designed to create a new
society. Although it managed to defeat its internal
enemies, there were discordant voices from within
the ranks of its own supporters. These voices
questioned the need for the continuation of the
highly centralised governing structure, based
around the two great committees. Concerns about
Robespierre’s motives and methods emboldened
his opponents to remove him during the Coup of
Thermidor.
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Timeline
Year

Ruler

Domestic event

International event

1774

Louis XVI

Louis crowned King of France

Russia and the Ottoman Empire signed a
peace treaty ending a war started in 1768

1778

France entered American War of
Independence

1781

Publication of Necker’s CompteRendu

1783

Peace of Versailles between France, the
American colonies, Spain and Britain

1785

The ‘diamond necklace affair’.
Widespread criticism and hostility to
Marie Antoinette

1786

Calonne proposed package of
reforms

Anglo-French Trade Treaty (the Eden Treaty)

1787

Louis summoned the Assembly of
Notables

Russia and Austria declared war on the
Ottoman Empire

1788

Declaration of bankruptcy. Decision
taken to summon an EstatesGeneral

1789

Storming of the Bastille. Louis
agreed to the setting up of a
National Constituent Assembly.
October Days. Royal family taken to
Paris

George Washington elected first President
of the USA

1790

Civil Constitution of the Clergy

Establishment of the Prussian–Polish Pact

1791

Flight to Varennes. Louis accepted
the new French constitution.
Massacre of Champ de Mars

Slave revolt in French colony of SaintDomingue in West Indies. Declaration of
Pillnitz by Austrian and Prussia

Outbreak of war. Overthrow of the
monarchy and First Republic
established. Lafayette fled France.
September Massacres in Paris.
National Convention elected. Decree
of Fraternity. Louis put on trial

Assassination of King Gustav III of Sweden.
Brunswick Manifesto issued. Annexation of
Savoy. Austrian Netherlands (modern-day
Belgium) occupied by France

1793

Louis XVI executed. Second French
constitution. CPS set up. Start of
the Terror. Federal revolt. Vendéan
revolt. Revolutionary calendar
adopted. Napoleon helped raise
siege of Toulon

Second partition of Poland. Annexation of
Nice. France declared war on Britain,
Holland and Spain

1794

Execution of Danton. Festival of
Supreme Being. Coup of Thermidor.
Overthrow and execution of
Robespierre. End of the Terror.
White Terror

Austrian Netherlands annexed by France

1792

262

Louis XVI–National
Convention
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